VEMA Board Meeting 6/28/18

Present

Gary Shiffrin    Tim Brown
Paul Winter      Jim Robinson
Mike Schmitt     Bill Oakley
Craig Smith      Tony Hines

• Call to order - Gary Shiffrin

• Paul gave an update on the member’s manual. to date, 10 of the existing 13 sponsors will be
  returning. There will be perforated coupons in the manual good for member’s discounts.

• Gary addressed the tournament calendar for the 2018/2019 season. It was suggested that we
  renew the possibility of a VEMA/VELGA tournament this season. A vote on this was tabled until
  Gary could approach the VELGA group to inquire about their interest.
  The club championship was briefly discussed with the possibility of using variable tees instead of
  the blue tees. The exact format will be discussed in greater detail at future meetings.
  The Ryder Cup will likely be moved back to December so as to avoid the cold weather we’ve
  experienced the last 2 January’s.
  Traditionally the Master’s is the season ending tournament. It will be played out over 3 weeks.
  The 1st two weeks will determine a low net for each flight. Then the 4 flight winners will square
  off to determine the Master’s champion.

• Meeting was adjourned